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GENERALIZED SELECTIVE MODAL ANALYSIS
JULIA´N BARQUı´N ∗
Abstract. A new approach which generalizes the Selective Modal Analyis (SMA) and algorithms
based upon it for solving the generalized eigenvalue problem is described. This approach allows for
the systematic consideration of physical properties of the system under study. Two small application
cases demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed approach.
Key words. eigenvalues, eigenvectors, eigenspaces, modal analysis
1. Review of SMA. Selective Modal Analysis (SMA) is a physically motivated
framework for understanding, simplifying and analyzing complex linear time invariant
models of dynamic systems. SMA can focus on selected portions of the structure and
behaviour of the system [1, 2].
In many physical systems, it can be readily recognized that some set of modes
is asociated to a certain set of variables. For instance: in electrical power systems,
the electromechanical oscillations are associated to the machines rotors’s angle and
speed. Very often, this association is used, explictly or implicitly, to simplify the
mathematical models of the system under study. SMA aims to exploit this relationship
in a systematic and rigorous way.
So, let us assume that it is desired to analyze the dynamic system:
x˙ = Ax(1.1)
The SMA approach is to classify the x components in relevant (r) and less-relevant
(z) components. So, possibly after a trivial reordering, it can be written:
x =
[
r
z
]
(1.2)
Therefore, equation ( 1.1 ) can be written as:
[
r˙
z˙
]
=
[
Arr Arz
Azr Azz
] [
r
z
]
(1.3)
Let us assume that there is interest in computing and eigenvalue λ, and its left
and right eigenvectors v and w.
λv = Av(1.4)
wTλ = wTA(1.5)
The eigenvectors can be partitioned analogously as the states x:
v =
[
vr
vz
]
w =
[
wr
wz
]
(1.6)
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It is easy to check that it must be fulfilled that:
λvr =
(
Arr +Arz(λ−Azz)−1Azr
)
vr(1.7)
wTr λ = w
T
r
(
Arr +Arz(λ −Azz)−1Azr
)
(1.8)
So, the interesting eigenvalue λ is in the spectrum of the matrix Arr + Arz(λ −
Azz)
−1Azr. On the other hand, if this mode is strongly correlated with the relevant
variables r, it should be expected that the spectrum of Arr contains an eigenvalue
quite similar to λ and, therefore, that the matrix Arz(λ−Azz)−1Azr perturbs sligthly
the desired mode. That suggests the following algorithm:
Algorithm 1
Input: Arr, Arz, Azr, Azz .
Output: λ, vr , wr.
1. Perform the eigenanalysis of Arr,
2. Select the interesting mode 0λ, 0vr,
0wr ,
3. for j = 1, 2, 3, . . . until convergence,
3.1. Compute H(j−1λ) = Arz(j−1λ−Azz)−1Azr.
3.2. Perform the eigenanalysis of Arr +H(
j−1λ),
3.3. Select the interesting mode jλ, jvr,
jwr,
4. end
The convergence properties of this algorithm have been studied in [3]. The conver-
gence is controlled by the eigenvectors. Especifically, the algorithm locally converges
if and only if it is fulffiled:
| ρ |=
∣∣∣∣wTr vrwTz vz
∣∣∣∣ > 1(1.9)
The number ρ is called the participation ratio. Notice that, for any eigenvalue,
this ratio only depends in the way that the variables have been partitioned in relevant
and less relevant.
The former algorithm can be generalized to search for several eigenvalues. The
interesting eigenvalues shall be collected in a diagonal matrix Λ, and the eigenvectors
in matrices V and W :
Λ =


λ1 0 . . . 0
0 λ2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . λn

 V = [v1v2 . . . vn] W = [w1w2 . . . wn](1.10)
The matrices V andW can be also partitioned in relevant and less relevant parts:
V =
[
Vr
Vz
]
W =
[
Wr
Wz
]
(1.11)
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So, the following algorithm can be proposed:
Algorithm 2
Input: Arr, Arz, Azr, Azz .
Output: Λ, Vr,Wr.
1. Perform the eigenanalysis of Arr,
2. Select the interesting modes 0Λ, 0Vr,
0Wr ,
3. for j = 1, 2, 3, . . . until convergence,
3.1. Compute a matrix jM which fulfills
jM j−1Vr =
[
H(j−1λ1)j−1v1r, H(j−1λ2)j−1v2r, . . . H(j−1λn)j−1vnr
]
where H(λ) = Arz(λ−Azz)−1Azr,
3.2. Perform the eigenanalysis of Arr +
jM ,
3.3. Select the interesting modes jΛ, jVr,
jWr,
4. end
The convergence conditions of algorithm 2 are also studied in [3], although they
are considerably more involved than those of algorithm 1. However, the computa-
tional experience shows that the convergence is good if the participation ratios of the
interesting modes are high.
From the point of view of the computational effort, the most demanding task of
both algorithms is the step 3.1, which requires to solve linear system involving the
matrix λ−Azz . Most SMA applications have been developped for the study of electric
power systems [4], where special techniques based upon the peculiar characteristics
of these systemas have been used to perform efficiently this task.
In addition to algorithms 1 and 2, there are a number of related ones which
considerably improve their speed and robustness [5, 6]. However, these algorithms
are outside of the scope of this paper.
2. Generalized SMA. Although SMA has been succesfully used in applica-
tiosn, it has some drawbacks:
1. Very often, the computation of the desired modes begin with the study of
a simplified model, in order to gain an insight on the interesting eigenstructure. Al-
though SMA allows to use subsequently the information on the relevant variables, it
does not make use of all the information obtained with the simplified model.
2. There are some problems, specially in continous media, where it is known the
overall shape of the desired modes, but it is impossible to adscribe them to a small
number of system variables.
Both kind of problems are treated in this paper examples. The aim of this section
is to generalize the classical SMA theory in order to deal with these problems.
So, the problem to solve is the eigenvalue problem:
λEv = Av(2.1)
w†Eλ = w†A(2.2)
A and E arem×m real matrices. The matrix E is a symmetric, possibly singular,
projection matrix:
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E2 = E = ET = E†(2.3)
The superscript T denotes the transpose and † the hermitian conjugate. It is
assumed that the right eigenvector v approximately lies in the subspace spanned by
{e1, e2, . . . , en}. Usually, n≪ m. Then, it is defined the matrix
E = [e1, e2, . . . , en](2.4)
In similar way, the left eigenvector w is assumed to yield, approximately, in the
subspace spanned by {f1, f2, . . . , fn}. So, it is defined the matrix
F = [f1, f2, . . . , fn](2.5)
Besides, the ei and fj basis are normalized in order to fulfill the equation:
F†EE = In(2.6)
In is the n×n identity matrix. This equation can be enforced so long as no vector
generated by the basis ei or the basis fj is included in the kernel of E. This condition
shall be assumed in the sequel.
Then, the eigenvectors v nd w can be written as:
v = Eα+ z(2.7)
F†Ez = 0(2.8)
w = Fβ + y(2.9)
E†Ey = 0(2.10)
It is easy to show that the above decomposition exists and is unique. Then, after
the algebraic manipulations shown in the appendix A, it is found that:
λα = Arrα+H(λ)α(2.11)
where
Arr = F†AE(2.12)
H(λ) = F†AP {λE −A+ [A,Q]+}−1 PAE(2.13)
The matrices Q and P are idempotent matrices defined by
P = Im − EEF†E = Im −Q(2.14)
and [Q, A]+ is the anti-commutator:
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[Q, A]+ = QA+AQ(2.15)
These formulae are the basic ones in selective modal analysis, and can be consid-
ered as a generalization of “classical” SMA, as shown in the appendix B. It is also
easy to check that β is the left eigenvector of Arr +H(λ). Notice that the dimension
of the matrices Arr and H(λ) is n≪ m.
It is also noteworhy that
z = P {λE −A+ [A,Q]+}−1 PAEα(2.16)
y† = β†F†AP {λE −A+ [A,Q]+}−1 P(2.17)
3. Algorithms based on H(λ) computation. The aim of this section is to
apply the results of the former section in order to obtain workable algorithms, and
their convergence conditions. In order to simplify the notation, let us denote by
N(λ,Q) the matrix
N(λ,Q) = {λE −A+ [A,Q]+}−1(3.1)
so that
H(λ) = F†AP {j−1λE −A+ [A,Q]+}−1 PAE = F†APN(λ,Q)PAE(3.2)
3.1. Linear algorithm. Specifically, let us consider the following generalization
of algorithm 1:
Algorithm 3
Input: E,A, E ,F .
Output: λ, α, β.
1. Form Arr = F†AE , and perform the eigenanalysis of Arr,
2. Select the interesting mode 0λ, 0α, 0β,
3. for j = 1, 2, 3, . . . until convergence,
3.1. Compute H(j−1λ) = F†APN(j−1λ,Q)PAE .
3.2. Perform the eigenanalysis of Arr +H(
j−1λ),
3.3. Select the interesting mode jλ, jα, jβ,
4. end
The following theorem states the conditions for the local convergence of Algorithm
3:
Theorem 3.1. Given an eigenvalue λ of the pair (E,A) with associated right
and left eigenvectors v and w, there is δ > 0 such that if ‖0λ − λ‖ < δ, algorithm 3
converges to the eigenvalue λ whenever
|ρ| =
∣∣∣∣ w†Qvw†(E −Q)v
∣∣∣∣ > 1(3.3)
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Furtthermore, the error jǫ = jλ− λ fulfills:
jǫ = ρj−1ǫ+ o(j−1ǫ)(3.4)
Proof. The proof is given in the appendix C.
It is easy to check that ρ just defined is, in the “classical” case, the same ρ defined
in equation (1.9).
3.2. Superlinear algorithm. If, in algorithm 3, the right eigenvector v (respec-
tively the left eigenvector w) is contained in the span of E (F), then z = 0 (y = 0)
and ρ → ∞. So, the algorithm could be speeded up if the matrices E and F are
pdated in order that their span contains the last approximation to v and w: jv and
jw. Therefore, the following algorithm is proposed:
Algorithm 4
Input: E,A, 0E , 0F .
Output: λ, α, β, v, w.
1. Form 0Arr =
0F†A 0E , and perform the eigenanalysis of Arr,
2. Select the interesting mode 0λ, 0α, 0β,
3. for j = 1, 2, 3, . . . until convergence,
3.1. Compute H(j−1λ) =
j−1F†A j−1PN(j−1λ, j−1Q) j−1PA j−1E .
3.2. Perform the eigenanalysis of j−1Arr +H(j−1λ),
3.3. Select the interesting mode jλ, jα, jβ,
3.4. Compute jz = j−1PN(j−1λ, j−1Q) j−1PAj−1Ejα
and jy† = jβ†j−1F†Aj−1PN(j−1λ, j−1Q) j−1P ,
3.5. Compute jv = j−1Ejα+ jz and jw† = jβ†j−1F† + jy†,
3.6. Update jE , jF in such a way that
jv ∈ span(jE), jw ∈ span(jF),
3.7 Form jArr =
jF†A jE ,
4. end
A particular case of algorithm 4 is when the matrices jE and jF are vectors.
Then, these matrices are esentially the estimated eigenvectors. The local convergence
properties of the algorithm are, in this case, given by the following theorem:
Theorem 3.2. Given an eigenvalue λ of the pair (E,A) with associated right
and left eigenvectors v and w, if ‖N(λ,Evw†E)‖ < ∞, there is a neighborhood of
λ, v, w, such that if 0λ, 0v, 0w belong to it, algorithm 4 converges. Furthermore, it is
fullfilled that asymptotically there is a constant K such that
|jǫ| ≤ K|j−1ǫ|1+
√
2(3.5)
Proof. The proof is given in the appendix E.
In the general case, whenever jE and jF are not vectors, it is expected that
algorithm 4 converges at least so fast. This is because the relevant subspace is bigger,
so that the approximation to the eigenstructure can not be worst.
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3.3. E and F selection. The computation ofH(λ) requieres to make a selection
of the matrices E and F . The following theorem can be used for this task:
Theorem 3.3.
The matrix Arr+H(λ) is invariant under the transformations E ← E+(Im−E)L
or F ← F+(Im−E)M, where L or M are arbitrary matrices of the same dimension
than E or F .
Proof.
The proof is provided in appendix D
In many cases the E matrix can be written as:
E =
[
Ir 0
0 0
]
(3.6)
Ir is a r-dimensional identity matrix. Therefore, the vectors and matrices can be
partitioned in dynamic and static parts. Specifically,
E =
[ Ed
Es
]
(3.7)
F =
[ Fd
Fs
]
(3.8)
The invariance of the matrix Arr + H(λ) under the considered transformations
means that the value of the static components Es and Fs is irrelevant in order to
compute this matrix.
So, referring to algorithm 4, there are at least two possibilities:
1. To keep the whole eigenvector in step 3.4: update jE , jF in such a way
that jv ∈ span(jE), jw ∈ span(jF). Then, as the algorithm converges, the matrix
H(λ)→ 0.
2. To update the matrix as above, but the static components, which are zeroed
(Es = 0 and Fs = 0). As the matrix converges, the matrix H(λ) converges to a
non-zero value.
The second possibility can be useful in order to minimize the numerical effort.
4. H(λ) computation. From the computational point of view, the most de-
manding task of the algorithm is the computation of the matrix H(λ) or of the matrix
Arr +H(λ). The purporse of this section is to propose algorithms to deal efficiently
with this task.
4.1. H(λ) computation using the Shermann-Morrison lemma. H(λ) can
be written as:
H(λ) = F†AP {λE −A+ [A,Q]+}−1 PAE(4.1)
The basic problem is related to the matrix
N(λ) =
{
λE −A+ [A,Q]+
}−1
(4.2)
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A problem is that, generally, the matrix [A,Q]+ is not sparse. However, it is
possible to obtain an expression of N(λ), which allows computations by using only
sparse matrices, by means of the Shermann-Morrison lemma. So,
N(λ) =
{
λE −A+ [A,Q]+
}−1
(4.3)
=
{
λE −A+ [A,EEF†E]
+
}−1
(4.4)
=
{
λE −A+ (AEE) (F†E)+ (EE) (F†EA)}−1(4.5)
=
{
λE −A+ (AEE) (F†E)+ (EE) (F†EA)}−1(4.6)
=
{
λE −A+ ηφ† − ηφ†+
(AEE) (F†E)+ (EE) (F†EA)}−1(4.7)
=

λE −A+ ηφ† − [ η −AEE −EE ]

 φ†F†E
F†EA




−1
(4.8)
η and φ are two sparse vectors which make sure that the matrix λE − A + ηφ†
is regular even if λ is an eigenvalue of the pair (A,E). This is going to happen when
the SMA algorithm converges. Now, from the Shermann-Morrison lemma:
N(λ) =
{
λE −A+ ηφ†}−1 +{
λE −A+ ηφ†}−1 [ η −AEE −EE ]
I2n+1 −

 φ†F†E
F†EA

{λE −A+ ηφ†}−1 [ η −AEE −EE ]


−1

 φ†F†E
F†EA

{λE −A+ ηφ†}−1(4.9)
The number 2n + 1 is usually small. So, it is only required to know the LU
factorization of a filled matrix of small (2n + 1) dimension and of the sparse matrix
λE −A+ ηφ†.
4.2. Composite models. In power systems analysis, the system to analyze is
a set of dynamical subsystems connected through a static relationship. Specifically,
there are l subsytems
Ekx˙Mk = AkxMk +BkxIk(4.10)
xOk = CkxMk +DkxIk k = 1, . . . , l(4.11)
The variables xMk are the state variables of the k-th subsytem, xIk are the input
variables and xOk the output variables. It is assumed that the number of output and
input variables of each system is equal. It is also assumed that the matrices Ek are
symetric projection real matrices:
Ek = E
T
k = E
†
k = E
2
k(4.12)
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Let us define the vectors
xM =


xM1
xM2
...
xMl

 xI =


xI1
xI2
...
xIl

 xO =


xO1
xO2
...
xOl

(4.13)
In addition to these equations, there is also a static interconnection:
[
J11 J12
J21 J22
] [
xI
xA
]
=
[
xO
0
]
(4.14)
xA is a set of additional algebraic variables.
For this kind of systems, it is convenient to consider the following E and F
matrices:
E =


EM
0
0
0

 F =


FM
0
0
0

(4.15)
which mimics the x structure. Furthermore, EM and FM are defined on a subsytem
basis:
EM =


EM1 0 . . . 0
0 EM2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . EMl

 = diag(EM1, EM2, . . . , EMl)(4.16)
FM =


FM1 0 . . . 0
0 FM2 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . FMl

 = diag(FM1,FM2, . . . ,FMl)(4.17)
Then, as proved in the appendix G, the matrix H(λ) can be computed as
H(λ) = HA(λ) + [(Br +HB(λ)) 0]
[
J11 − (D +HD(λ)) J12
J21 J22
]−1 [
Cr +HC(λ)
0
]
(4.18)
where all the matrices are computed in a subsytem basis:
Ar = diag(Ar1 . . . Arl)(4.19)
Br = diag(Br1 . . . Brl)(4.20)
Cr = diag(Cr1 . . . Crl)(4.21)
D = diag(D1 . . . Dl)(4.22)
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HA = diag(HA1 . . . HAl)(4.23)
HB = diag(HB1 . . .HBl)(4.24)
HC = diag(HC1 . . . HCl)(4.25)
HD = diag(HD1 . . .HDl)(4.26)
5. Direct algorithms. As said above, the most difficult task in order to apply
SMA is the computation of the matrix H(λ). However, the proposed algorithms can
be formulated without needing to compute this matrix. The purporse of this section
is to explain the way of doing it.
5.1. Single eigenvalue algorithms. The basic SMA formulae are:
jλjα =
(
Arr +H(
j−1λ)
)
jα(5.1)
jβ†jλ = jβ†
(
Arr +H(
j−1λ)
)
(5.2)
jz = P {j−1λE −A+ [A,Q]+}−1 PAEjα(5.3)
jy† = β†F†AP {j−1λE −A+ [A,Q]+}−1 P(5.4)
as shown in prvious sections. Let us also, as above, define the vectors
jv = Ejα+ jz(5.5)
jw = F jβ + jy(5.6)
Then, the following theorem can be stated:
Theorem 5.1. Let us assume that equations (5.1-5.4) are fullfilled. Then, the
vectors jv and jw fullfill the equation
[
A− j−1λ (E −Q)] jv = jλQjv(5.7)
jw†
[
A− j−1λ (E −Q)] = jw†Qjλ(5.8)
Proof. The proof is provided in Appendix H
Let us write equation (5.7) in the following equivalent form
(
A− j−1λE) jv = (jλ− j−1λ)Qjv(5.9)
As F†Ejz = 0, it is obtained
Qjv = EEjα(5.10)
Therefore
(
A− j−1λE) jv = (jλ− j−1λ)EEjα(5.11)
Let us define
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jV =
(
A− j−1λE)−1EE(5.12)
So
jv = jV jα
(
jλ− j−1λ)(5.13)
Analogously,
jW † = F†E (A− j−1λE)−1(5.14)
jw† =
(
jλ− j−1λ) jβ†jW †(5.15)
Now, let us consider the matrix jW †
(
A− j−1λE) jV .
jW †
(
A− j−1λE) jV jα = F†Ejv (jλ− j−1λ)−1
=
(
jλ− j−1λ)−1 jα(5.16)
Therefore, jα is a right eigenvector of this matrix with associated eigenvalue(
jλ− j−1λ)−1. It can be easily shown that jβ is the left eigenvector. Note that,
because of (5.14), this matrix can be also writen as F†EjV .
Equations (5.12), (5.14) y (5.16) provide an alternative way of performing the
SMA iteration. Specifically, algorithm 3 can be also writen as:
Algorithm 5
Input: E,A, E ,F .
Output: λ, α, β.
1. Form Arr = F†AE , and perform the eigenanalysis of Arr,
2. Select the interesting mode 0λ, 0α, 0β,
3. for j = 1, 2, 3, . . . until convergence,
3.1. Compute jV =
(
A− j−1λE)−1EE ,
3.2. Compute jW † = F†E (A− j−1λE)−1,
3.3. Perform the eigenanalysis of jM = F†EjV ,
3.4. Select the interesting mode jα, jβ,
(
jλ− j−1λ)−1,
3.5. Update jλ,
4. end
As this algorithm is esentially the same one that Algorithm 3, its convergence
conditions are the same ones. Note also that step 3.2 could be omitted. Analogously,
Algorithm 4 can be written as:
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Algorithm 6
Input: E,A, 0E , 0F .
Output: λ, α, β, v, w.
1. Form 0Arr =
0F†A 0E , and perform the eigenanalysis of 0Arr,
2. Select the interesting mode 0λ, 0α, 0β,
3. for j = 1, 2, 3, . . . until convergence,
3.1. Compute jV =
(
A− j−1λE)−1Ej−1E ,
3.2. Compute jW † = j−1F†E (A− j−1λE)−1,
3.3. Perform the eigenanalysis of jM = j−1F†EjV ,
3.4. Select the interesting mode jα, jβ,
(
jλ− j−1λ)−1,
3.5. Update jλ,
3.6. Update jE , jF in such a way that
jV ∈ span(jE), jW ∈ span(jF),
4. end
Step 3.6 warrants that jv ∈ span(jE), jw ∈ span(jF). The simplest way to
achieve that is to set jE = jV and jF = jW but, possibly, a normalization constant.
As previsously as Algorithm 5, convergence results related to Algorithm 4 can be
directly applied to Algorithm 6.
5.2. Several eigenvalues algorithms. In this section algorithm 2 is written
in the direct formulation, and a new one which includes relevant subspaces updated
is also proposed. However, no convergence results are provided.
Let us firstly define the natrix
jV =
[
A− j−1λ (E −Q)]−1EE(5.17)
It is clear, from (5.7) and (5.10):
jv = jλjV jα(5.18)
Analogously, it is possible to write:
jW
†
= F†E [A− j−1λ (E −Q)]−1(5.19)
jw† = jβjW
†jλ(5.20)
Let is consider the matrix
jN−1 = jW † [A− j−1λ (E −Q)]−1 jV = F†EjV = jW †EE(5.21)
It is fullfilled, because of (5.18):
jN−1jα = F†EjV jα(5.22)
= jλ−1F†Ejv(5.23)
= jλ−1jα(5.24)
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Analogously,
jβ†jN−1 = jβ†jλ−1(5.25)
Therefore, the matrix jN contains the sought eigenvalue in its spectrum. On the
other hand, it can be shown (see appendix I) that
jN = jM−1 + j−1λIn(5.26)
where In is the identity matrix. Besides, from (5.1) and (5.2),
H(j−1λ)jα =
(
jN −Arr
)
jα(5.27)
jβ†H(j−1λ) = jβ†
(
jN − Arr
)
(5.28)
In fact, a stronger result can be obtained:
Theorem 5.2. H(λ) = N −Arr
Proof. The proof is provided in the appendix J.
Therefore, it is proposed the following generalization of algorithm 2:
Algorithm 7
Input: E,A, E ,F .
Output: λk, αk, βk.
1. Form Arr = F†AE , and perform the eigenanalysis of Arr,
2. Select the interesting modes 0λk,
0αk,
0βk,
3. for j = 1, 2, 3, . . . until convergence,
3.1 For each eigenvalue k = 1, . . . ,K,
3.1.1. Compute jVk =
(
A− j−1λkE
)−1
EE ,
3.1.2. Compute jMk = F†EjVk,
3.1.3. Compute jNk = jM−1k + j−1λkIn,
3.1.4 Compute jhk =
(
jNk −Arr
)
j−1αk,
3.2 Compute a matrix jM which fullfills
jM
[
j−1α1, . . . , j−1αK
]
=
[
jh1, . . . ,
jhK
]
3.3 Perform the eigenanalysis of Arr +
jM ,
3.4 Select the interesting modes jλk,
jαk,
jβk,
4. end
This algorithm is nothing else that the direct version of algorithm 2, and it reduces
to it if the E and F matrices are chosen as shown in appendix B. A superlinear version
of this algorithm, by updating the E and F matrices, is also proposed:
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Algorithm 8
Input: E,A, 0E , 0F .
Output: λk, αk, βk.
1. Form 0Arr =
0F†A0E , and perform the eigenanalysis of 0Arr,
2. Select the interesting modes 0λk,
0αk,
0βk,
3. for j = 1, 2, 3, . . . until convergence,
3.1 For each eigenvalue k = 1, . . . ,K,
3.1.1. Compute jVk =
(
A− j−1λkE
)−1
Ej−1E ,
3.1.2. Compute jW †k =
j−1F†E (A− j−1λkE)−1,
3.1.3. Compute jMk = F†EjVk,
3.1.4. Compute jNk = jM−1k + j−1λkIn,
3.1.5 Compute jhk =
(
jNk − j−1Arr
)
j−1αk,
3.2 Compute a matrix jM which fullfills
jM
[
j−1α1, . . . , j−1αK
]
=
[
jh1, . . . ,
jhK
]
3.3 Perform the eigenanalysis of j−1Arr + jM ,
3.4 Select the interesting modes jλk,
jα˜k,
j β˜k,
3.5 For each eigenvalue k = 1, . . . ,K, compute
jvk =
jVk
jα˜k, and
jw
†
k =
j β˜
†
k
jW
†
k ,
3.6 Update jE and jF in such a way that[
jv1, . . . ,
jvK
] ∈ span(jE),[
jw1, . . . ,
jwK
] ∈ span(jF),
3.7 Compute jArr =
jF†AjE ,
3.8 Compute jαk and
jβk by imposing
jEjαk = jvk and jF jβk = jwk,
4. end
Step 3.5 requires to pair each eigenvalue obtained of the eigeanalysis of Arr+
jM
with the eigenvalues of the previous iterations. A way to do that is to pair trying to
maximize the scalar products jα˜†k1
jαk2.
6. Numerical tests. The aim of this section is to apply Generalized SMA to
two very different problems: the computation of the natural frequencies of a plate
and the computation of the electromechanical modes of an electric power system.
The code was developed in MATLAB language.
6.1. Natural frequencies of a cross-shaped plate.. It is intended to com-
pute a natural frequency in a cross-shaped plate with unequal arms. Mathematically,
the problem to solve is
−∆ψ = ω2ψ ψ(x, y) ∈ Ω(6.1)
where Ω is the cross-shaped dominion, ω the natural frequency and ψ the sought
mode. In addition, the following boundary conditions must be fulfilled:
ψ(x, y) = 0 ∀(x, y) ∈ ∂Ω(6.2)
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Figure 6.1. Initial estimation and computed mode
The previous partial differential equation is approximated by a finite differences
scheme. In order to apply algorithms 5, 6, 7 and 8, it is decided that:
1. As it is intended to solve a symmetrical problem, matrices E and F are taken
to be real and equal. Furthermore, the hermitian operator † can de substituted by
the transpose operator T , and the algorithms can be programmed in real, instead of
complex, algebra.
2. In algorithms 5 and 7, matrix E is a vector which approximates the sought
mode. In algorithms 6 and 8, matrix E is initially that same vector, and it is updated
in each iteration to the last mode estimation jv.
It was decided to compute the mode corresponding to the upper arm of the cross
oscillating against the lower one. The initial mode estimation for algorithms 5 and 6
is shown in figure (6.1), as well as the computed mode. Notice that the algorithms
converge to the mode whose shape is closest to the initial assumption, being any initial
assumption of the value of the sought eigenvalue largely irrelevant.
The eigenvalue is λ = ω2 = 0.1157. Figure 6.2 shows the evolution of the absolute
value of the error jλ− λ for both algorithms 5 and 6.
To apply algorithms 7 and 8 an additional mode ω2 = 0.1243, corresponding to
the right arm oscillating against the left arm, was computed. Figure 6.3 shows the
evolution of the absolute value of the error (algorithm 7 in solid lines and algorihtm
8 in dotted lines).
6.2. Electromechanical modes of an electric power system. The electric
power system represented in figure 6.4 (a simplified model of the New England electric
power system) was analyzed by using SMA. The circles reprents electric generators
and the lines the electric transmission lines. The electric generators are modelled
by 9th to 11th order linear systems, whilst the electric network is modelled as an
algebraic constraint. Therefore, the system is a composite system, as explained in the
previous section.
The generators input variables xIk are the axis and quadrature terminal current
(two variables per generator), and the output variables xOk the axis and quadrature
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Figure 6.2. ω2 convergence. Algorithms 5 and 6.
terminal voltage (two variables per generator). The algebraic variables xA are net-
work voltages. The state variables xMk are mechanical, electromagnetic and control
generator variables.
The following physical information is known a priori:
1. The most troublesomemodes are those called electromechanical modes. These
modes are related to the generators angle δk and speed ωk. It is fullfilled that
δ˙k = 120πωk. The relationship of ω˙k with the rest of the variables is much more
complex. However, in a very rough approximation, the subsystem (δk, ωk) can be
considered a damped pendulum.
2. It is known that the frequencies of the electromechanical eigenvalues are in
the order of 1 Hz.
3. The electromechanical modes can be understood as oscillations of one gen-
erator or group of generators against other generator or group of generators.
Fom fact 1, it follows that the δk and ωk right eigencvector components fulffill:
λv(δk) = 120πv(ωk)(6.3)
On the other hand, if the rough simple pendulum model is assumed, it should be
fullfiled
λ†w(ωk) = 120πw(δk)(6.4)
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Figure 6.3. ω2 convergence. Algorithms 7 and 8.
Besides, it is known, from fact 2, that λ ≈ 2πı. So, it is decided that, when
applying algorithm 3:
EMk =


120π
2πı
0
...
0

(6.5)
FMk =


−2πı
120π
0
...
0

(6.6)
but a normalization constant. When applying algorithm 4, these ones are the initial
values of EMk and FMk.
It is desired to compute the electromechanical mode corresponding to the gener-
ators 1, 2,3, 8 and 10 oscillating againts the 4, 5, 6, 7 and 9 (the East side against the
West side). As the reducid matrix Ar +H(λ) is a 10× 10 matrix (because each EMk
and FMk is a vector and there are 10 generators), it is needed to select the relevant
eigenvalue and eigenvectors resulting from the factorization of the reduced matrix (see
Algorithm 3 and 4). The choosen procedure is as follows:
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Figure 6.4. New England Electric Power System
It is defined an “objective” αo:
αo = [1, 1, 1,−1,−1,−1,−1, 1,−1, 1]T(6.7)
which represents the generators oscillating as described above. After performing the
j−1Ar + H(j−1λ) eigenanalysis it is obtained the matrix spectrum jλk and right
eigenvectors jαk, where k = 1, . . . , 10 (the generator number). The products
pk = α
†
o
0E†M j−1EM jαk(6.8)
are computed, and it is selected the mode which maximizes ‖pk‖:
k = arg max‖pk‖
jλ = jλk
jα = jαk
jβ = jβk
(6.9)
Note that, in the case of algorithm 3, the matrices jE are constant and equal to
the initial one 0E .
In algorithm 4, the vector jvM is computed in each iteration by using (G.14, G.22,
G.56, G.57), and also jvM by using analogous formulae. The matrices E and F are
unpdated according to:
jEMk = jvMk(6.10)
jFMk = jwMk(6.11)
but, possibly, a normalization constant.
Figure 6.5 shows the modulus and phase of the right and left eigenvectors, and
figure 6.6 the modulus and phase of the δk and ωk components of the eigenvectors.
The vertical dotted lines seggregates the variables belonging to different generators.
Figure 6.7 shows the error evolution. The computed eigenvalue is −0.2617+ 6.4017ı.
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Figure 6.5. Right and left eigenvectors
7. Conclusions. In this article a new approach for solving the generalized eigen-
value problema has been introduced. The introduced algorithms can make efficient
use of physical information regarding the shape of the sought eigenvectors.
Appendix A. Proof of the main results..
From (2.1) and (2.7) it is obtained
λEEα+ λEz = AEα+Az(A.1)
Premultiplying (A.1) by F†
λF†EEα+ λF†Ez = F†AEα + F†Az(A.2)
But F†Ez = 0 and F†EE = In. So
λα = F†AEα + F†Az(A.3)
Note that, but the last term F†Az, this equation is an eigensystem of the n× n
matrix F†AE . This matrix is usually much smaller than A.
Introducing the matrices defined in (2.14):
P = Im − EEF†E = Im −Q(A.4)
These matrices are idempotent ones (P = P2,Q = Q2). Premultiplying (A.1) by
P , and taking into account that
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Figure 6.6. Right and left eigenvectors. δ and ω components.
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Figure 6.7. Error evolution.
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PEE = 0(A.5)
PEz = Ez(A.6)
it yields
λEz = PAEα+ PAz(A.7)
So,
(λE −A+QA)z = PAEα(A.8)
From this equation, it is possible to solve z in function of α. In the same way, it
is obtained
y†(λE −A+AQ) = β†F†AP(A.9)
Taking into account that Qz = 0 and y†Q = 0, these formulae can be written in
may different ways, The most symmetrical one is:
(λE −A+ [Q, A]+)z = PAEα(A.10)
y†(λE −A+ [Q, A]+) = β†F†AP(A.11)
Therefore, from (A.10):
z =
{
λE −A+ [A,Q]+
}−1 PAEα(A.12)
y† = β†F†AP {λE −A+ [A,Q]+}−1(A.13)
assuming that the inverse matrix exists. Sufficient conditions will be provided in
appendix F. On the other hand, it is easy to check that Pz = z, y†P = y†. Therefore
z = P {λE −A+ [A,Q]+}−1 PAEα(A.14)
y† = β†F†AP {λE −A+ [A,Q]+}−1 P(A.15)
and equation (A.3) becomes
λα = F†AEα + F†AP {λE −A+ [A,Q]+}−1 PAEα(A.16)
= Arrα+H(λ)α(A.17)
Note also, that by solving z from (A.8), it is obtained:
H(λ) = F†AP {λE −A+QA}−1 PAE(A.18)
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and by solving y from (A.9):
H(λ) = F†AP {λE −A+AQ}−1 PAE(A.19)
These ones are just some few of the many equivalent ways to write H(λ). Some
of then many be more amenable for computation than (2.13).
Appendix B. The relationship with “classical” SMA.
The formulae (2.12,2.13) are just the generalized version of the “clasical” SMA
(Selective Modal Analysis) formulae, as defined in section 1.
To show the relationship, consider the problem (1.1). Let also assume that A,
v, w are partitioned according (1.3,1.6). Therefore, the relevant subspaces in the
generalized version are:
E =


1 0 . . . 0
0 1 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . 1
0 0 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . 0


=
[
In
0
]
= F(B.1)
So
F†AE = [ In 0 ]
[
Arr Arz
Azr Azz
] [
In
0
]
= Arr(B.2)
as suggested by the notation. On the other hand
EF† = Q =
[
In
0
] [
In 0
]
=
[
In 0
0 0
]
(B.3)
Therefore
[A,Q]+
=
[
Arr Arz
Azr Azz
] [
In 0
0 0
]
+
[
In 0
0 0
] [
Arr Arz
Azr Azz
]
=
[
Arr 0
Azr 0
]
+
[
Arr Arz
0 0
]
=
[
2Arr Arz
Azr 0
]
(B.4)
Then,
λ−A+ [A,Q]+ =
[
λ+Arr 0
0 λ−Azz
]
(B.5)
{
λ−A+ [A,Q]+
}−1
=
[
(λ+Arr)
−1
0
0 (λ−Azz)−1
]
(B.6)
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Besides
P = Im −Q =
[
0 0
0 Im−n
]
(B.7)
So
PAE =
[
0 0
0 Im−n
] [
Arr Arz
Azr Azz
] [
In
0
]
=
[
0 0
0 Im−n
] [
Arr
Azr
]
=
[
0
Azr
]
(B.8)
F†AP = [ In 0 ]
[
Arr Arz
Azr Azz
] [
0 0
0 Im−n
]
=
[
Arr Arz
] [ 0 0
0 Im−n
]
=
[
0 Arz
]
(B.9)
And, finally
H(λ) =
(
F†EP˜
){
λ−A+ [A,Q]+
}−1 (P˜AE)
=
[
0 Arz
] [ (λ+Arr)−1 0
0 (λ−Azz)−1
] [
0
Azr
]
= Arz (λ−Azz)−1Azr(B.10)
Appendix C. Proof of theorem 3.1.
Proof. Let us recall jǫ = jλ−λ. λ is in the spectrum of Arr+H(λ) and, because
algorithm 3, jλ is in the spectrum of Arr +H(
j−1λ). But
Arr +H(
j−1λ) = Arr +H(λ) +
∂H(λ)
∂λ
j−1ǫ+ o(j−1ǫ)(C.1)
By appliying a well-known perturbation formula:
jλ− λ = jǫ = β
† ∂H(λ)
∂λ
α
β†α
j−1ǫ+ o(j−1ǫ)(C.2)
Let us define
ρ−1 = −β
† ∂H(λ)
∂λ
α
β†α
(C.3)
If λ and j−1λ are close enough, it is possible to neglect the higher order terms
o(ǫj−1). Then, it is clear that the algorithm converges (ǫj → 0) if and only if | ρ−1 |<
1.
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On the other hand, from (2.13), (A.14) and (A.15):
− β† ∂H(λ)
∂λ
α =
βF†AP {λE −A+ [A,Q]+}−1E {λE −A+ [A,Q]+}−1 PAEα =
y†Ez(C.4)
Therefore
ρ =
β†α
y†Ez
(C.5)
But, premultiplying (2.7) and posmultiplying (2.9) by Q:
Qv = QEα+Qz
= EE(F†EE)α + EE(F†Ez)
= EEα(C.6)
w†Q = β†F† + y†
= β†(F†EE)F†E + (y†EE)F†E
= β†F†E(C.7)
So
w†Qv = w†QQv = β†F†EEEα = β†α(C.8)
On the other hand,
w†Ev = (β†F† + y†)E(Eα+ z)
= β†F†EEα+ β†(F†Ez) + (y†EE)α + y†Ez
= β†α+ y†Ez
= w†Qv + y†Ez(C.9)
So
y†Ez = w†(E −Q)v(C.10)
and
ρ =
w†Qv
w†(E −Q)v(C.11)
Appendix D. Proof of theorem 3.3.
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Proof. The invariance with respect to transformations E ← E + (Im − E)L shall
be proven, being the other case esentially equal.
Firstly, note that Q and P are invariant under the transformation
E (E + (Im − E)L)F†E = EEF†E + E(Im − E)LF†E = EEF†E(D.1)
which proves the Q invariance. As P = Im −Q, P is also invariant. Let us consider
now:
PA (Im − E)L = PA (Im − E)L(D.2)
−{−A+QA} (Im − E)L = PA (Im − E)L(D.3)
−{λE −A+QA} (Im − E)L = PA (Im − E)L(D.4)
− (Im − E)L = {λE −A+QA}−1 PA (Im − E)L(D.5)
− (Im − E)L = P {λE −A+QA}−1 PA (Im − E)L(D.6)
−F†A (Im − E)L = F†AP {λE −A+QA}−1 PA (Im − E)L
(D.7)
It has been used that P = Im−Q to go from (D.2) to (D.3), that E(Im−E) = 0
to go from (D.3) to (D.4) and that that P(Im−E) = (Im −Q)(Im −E) = Im−E to
go from (D.5) to (D.6).
On the other hand under the considered transformation Arr +H(λ) becomes
F†A (E + (Im − E)L) + F†AP {λE −A+QA}−1 PA (E + (Im − E)L) =
F†AE + F†AP {λE −A+QA}−1 PAE(D.8)
+
[
F†A(Im − E)L+ F†AP {λE −A+QA}−1 PA(Im − E)L
]
=
F†AE + F†AP {λE −A+QA}−1 PAE(D.9)
It has been used the H(λ) formula (A.18) to write (D.8), and (D.7) to simplify
it.
Appendix E. Proof of theorem 3.2.
The net effect of steps 3.4 and 3.5 is to impose
jNvj+1v =
(
I + jPN(jλ, jQ)jPA) jv(E.1)
This is because matrix jE is proportional to the vector jv. jNv is a normalization
constant. In fact, algorithm 4 is invariant with respect to arbitrary normalizations of
vectors jv and jw (only the normalized matrices jE , jF , jQ and jP are required).
In order to fix the normalization jNv, let us focus in equations (2.7) and (A.14).
v =
(
I + jPN(λ, jQ)jPA) jv(E.2)
v is a right eigenvector. Then, the normalization constant jNv is implicitly chosen
by enacting that this formula is valid for all i, with the same eigenvector (i.e., with
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the same phase and absolute value). Of course. there are analogous formulae for the
left eigenvectors. Furthermore, it is required that
w†Ev = 1(E.3)
Now, from (D.5) it can be deduced that
jNvEj+1v =
(
E + EjPN(jλ, jQ)jPA)Ejv(E.4)
Ev =
(
E + EjPN(λ, jQ)jPA)Ejv(E.5)
= Ejv + Ejz(E.6)
The last line uses the error jz = v − jz,
jz = jPN(λ, jQ)jPAjv(E.7)
= N(λ, jQ)jPAjv(E.8)
The last equation follows from (A.12). Let us define the eigenvalue error jǫ =
λ− jλ. It is easy to check that
∂N(λ, jQ)
∂λ
= −N(λ, jQ)EN(λ, jQ)(E.9)
∂2N(λ, jQ)
∂λ2
= 2N(λ, jQ)EN(λ, jQ)EN(λ, jQ)(E.10)
... =
...
Then substracting (E.5) from (E.4):
jNvEj+1v − Ev
= E
{
jPN(jλ, jQ)− jPN(λ, jQ)}EjPAjv
= E
{−jPN(λ, jQ)EN(λ, jQ)jǫ+
jPN(λ, jQ)EN(λ, jQ)EN(λ, jQ)jǫ2 + . . .}EjPAjv
= E
{−jPN(λ, jQ)jǫ+
jPN(λ, jQ)EN(λ, jQ)jǫ2 + . . .}EN(λ, jQ)EjPAjv
= E
{−jPN(λ, jQ)jǫ+ jPN(λ, jQ)EN(λ, jQ)jǫ2 + . . .}Ejz
= E
{−jPN(λ, jQ)jǫ+ jPN(λ, jQ)EN(λ, jQ)jǫ2 + . . .} jPEjz
= E
{−EjPN(λ, jQ)jPEjǫ+
EjPN(λ, jQ)EN(λ, jQ)jPEjǫ2 + . . .} jPEjz
= ERz(
jQ, jǫ)Ejz(E.11)
In order to derive the last three equations it has been used that jPjz = jz and
that jPE = (jPE)2. The last equation is the definition of matrix Rz . This matrix
is well defined so long as the matrix N(λ, jQ) is bounded and jǫ is small enough.
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Sufficient conditions shall be discussed later on. On the other hand, it is obvious
that:
Rz(
jQ, jǫ) = jPRz(jQ, jǫ) = Rz(jQ, jǫ)jP(E.12)
Let us denote by Q the matrix formed with the eigenvectors
Q = Evw†E(E.13)
Then
ERz(
jQ, jǫ)Qjz = ERz(jQ, jǫ)jPQjz(E.14)
= ERz(
jQ, jǫ)jPEvw†Ejz
=
(
w†Ejz
)
ERz(
jQ, jǫ)jPE (jv + jz)
=
(
w†Ejz
)
ERz(
jQ, jǫ)jPEjz
=
(
w†Ejz
)
ERz(
jQ, jǫ)Ejz
So
ERz(
jQ, jǫ) (E −Q) jz = [1− (w†Ejz)]ERz(jQ, jǫ)Ejz(E.15)
On the other hand
jNvEj+1v − Ev = jNvE
(
v − j+1z)− Ev
=
(
jNv − 1
)
Ev − jNvEj+1z
= ERz(
jQ, jǫ)Ejz(E.16)
So, premultiplying by E −Q, taking into account that (E −Q)v = 0 and (E.15),
it yields
(E −Q)j+1z = −(E −Q)Rz(
jQ, jǫ)(E −Q)jz
jNv [1− (w†Ejz)](E.17)
Premultiplying (E.11)
jNvw†Ej+1v = 1 + w†ERz(jQ, jǫ)Ejz
= 1 +
w†ERz(jQ, jǫ) (E −Q) jz
[1− (w†Ejz)](E.18)
But,
w†EjP = (jw† + jy†)EjP = jy†EjP(E.19)
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In this formula, it has been used the error jy = w − jw. The dual equations of
(E.7,E.8) are:
jy† = jw†AjPN(λ, jQ)jP(E.20)
= jw†AjPN(λ, jQ)(E.21)
Besides
jy†QjP = (jy†Ev)(w†EjP) = (jy†Ev)(jy†EjP)(E.22)
So
jy†(E −Q)jP = [1− (jy†Ev)] jy†EjP(E.23)
and
w†EjP =
jy†(E −Q)jP
[1− (jy†Ev)](E.24)
So, as
w†ERz(jQ, jǫ) = w†EjPRz(jQ, jǫ)
=
jy†(E −Q)jPRz(jQ, jǫ)
[1− (jy†Ev)]
=
jy†(E −Q)Rz(jQ, jǫ)
[1− (jy†Ev)](E.25)
equation (E.18) yields:
jNvw†Ej+1v = 1 +
jy†(E −Q)Rz(jQ, jǫ)(E −Q)jz
[1− (jy†Ev)] [1− (w†Ejz)](E.26)
But
1− w†Ejz = w†Ev − w†Ejz = w†Ejv(E.27)
and
1− jy†Ev = w†Ev − jy†Ev = jw†Ev(E.28)
On the other hand, from (E.7) and (E.20),
jw†Ejz = 0 = jy†Ejv(E.29)
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So,
jw†Ev = jw†E(jv + jz) = jw†Ejv = w†Ejv(E.30)
Therefore, from (E.26)
jNvj+1w†Ej+1v = 1 +
jy†(E −Q)Rz(jQ, jǫ)(E −Q)jz
(jw†Ejv)2
(E.31)
Subtituting in (E.17)
1
j+1wEj+1v
(E −Q)j+1z = −(E −Q)Rz(
jQ, jǫ)
1 +
jy†(E−Q)Rz(jQ,jǫ)(E−Q)jz
(jw†Ejv)2
(E −Q)jz
jwEjv
(E.32)
Let us define the vectors
j z˜ =
1
jwEjv
(E −Q) jz(E.33)
j y˜† =
1
jwEjv
jy† (E −Q)(E.34)
Then, equation (E.32) can be written as
j+1z˜ =
−(E −Q)Rz(jQ, jǫ)
1 + j y˜†Rz(jQ, jǫ)j z˜
j z˜(E.35)
There is also a dual equation
j+1y˜† = j y˜†
−Rz(jQ, jǫ)(E −Q)
1 + j y˜†Rz(jQ, jǫ)j z˜(E.36)
Now, let us write the partitipation factor jρ in terms of these new error vectors.
From (C.11)
jρ−1 =
w†(E − jQ)v
w†jQv(E.37)
Taking into account that
jQ = 1
jw†Ejv
Ejvjw†E(E.38)
it is easy to check that
jρ−1 =
jw†(E −Q)jv
jw†Qjv(E.39)
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But
jw†(E −Q)jv = (w† − jy†) (E −Q) (v − jz) = jy† (E −Q) jz(E.40)
because w†(E −Q) = 0 and (E −Q)v = 0. Besides,
jw†Qjv = (jw†Ev)(w†Ejv) = (jw†Ejv)2(E.41)
So
jρ−1 =
jy† (E −Q) jz
(jw†Ejv)2
= j y˜†j z˜(E.42)
(Remenber that (E − Q)2 = E − Q). Convergence results will be proved from
formulae (E.35), (E.36) and (E.42).
Some bounds will be derived. The 2-norm, denoted as ‖ • ‖, will be used in the
sequel. Firstly, note that
‖E −Q‖ ≤ 1(E.43)
In fact, let us consider an arbitrary vector v¯. As E is a projection matrix
‖Ev¯‖ ≤ ‖v¯‖(E.44)
On the other hand, v¯ can be decomposed in a component lying on the eigenvector
v and a perpendicular component v⊥:
v¯ = av + bv⊥(E.45)
So
‖(E −Q)v¯‖ = ‖a(E −Q)v + b(E −Q)v⊥‖ = ‖bEv⊥‖ ≤ ‖bv⊥‖ ≤ ‖v¯‖(E.46)
Let us assume that
‖j z˜‖ ≤ δz , ‖j y˜‖ ≤ δy(E.47)
Then
‖ (E −Q)
jz
jw†Ejv
‖ ≤ δz , ‖
jy†(E −Q)
jw†Ejv
‖ ≤ δy(E.48)
As ‖E −Q‖ ≤ 1,
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‖jz‖ = ‖v − jv‖ ≤ δz‖jw†Ejv‖(E.49)
‖jy‖ = ‖w − jw‖ ≤ δy‖jw†Ejv‖(E.50)
As, because of (E.29),
1 = w†Ev = (jw† + jy†)E(jv + jz) = jw†Ejv + jy†Ejz(E.51)
it is fullfiled
‖jw†Ejv‖ ≤ 1 + ‖jy†Ejz‖(E.52)
Therefore, from (E.49) and (E.50),
‖jw†Ejv‖ ≤ 1 + δzδy‖jw†Ejv‖2(E.53)
so
‖jw†Ejv‖ ≤ 1 +
√
1− 4δzδy
2
≤ 1(E.54)
And (E.49) and (E.50) yield
‖jz‖ = ‖v − jv‖ ≤ δz(E.55)
‖jy‖ = ‖w − jw‖ ≤ δy(E.56)
So
‖Ejv‖ ≤ ‖Ev‖+ δz(E.57)
‖jw†E‖ ≤ ‖w†E‖+ δy(E.58)
Up to now, eigenvectors v and w are arbitrary subject to the condition w†Ev = 1.
In the sequel, they will be chosen such that
K = ‖Ev‖ = ‖Ew†‖ , w†Ev = 1(E.59)
Then,
Q− jQ = Evw†E − Ejvjw†E
= E
(
v − jv)w†E + Ejv (w† − jw†)E
= Ejzw†E + EjvjyE(E.60)
So, being m the dimension of Q,
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‖Q − jQ‖ = ‖Ejzw†E + EjvjyE‖
≤ ‖Ejzw†E‖+ ‖EjvjyE‖
≤ m2 [‖Ejz‖‖w†E‖+ ‖Ejv‖‖jyE‖]
≤ m2 [δzK + (K + δz)δy]
= m2 [(δy + δz)K + δzδy](E.61)
Let us consider the definition of the matrix Rz(
jQ, jǫ). It is clear, because of
continuity with respect to jǫ, that
∃δǫ1 > 0\‖jǫ‖ < δǫ1 ⇒ ‖Rz(jQ, jǫ)‖ ≤
√
2‖EjPN(λ, jQ)jPE‖‖jǫ‖(E.62)
But
‖EjPN(λ, jQ)jPE‖ ≤ ‖EjP‖‖N(λ, jQ)‖‖jPE‖
≤ ‖E − jQ‖‖N(λ, jQ)‖‖E − jQ‖
≤ ‖N(λ, jQ)‖(E.63)
So
∃δǫ1 > 0\‖jǫ‖ < δǫ1 ⇒ ‖Rz(jQ, jǫ)‖ ≤
√
2‖N(λ, jQ)‖‖jǫ‖(E.64)
Because of (E.61), Q and jQ are close whenever j z˜ and j y˜ are small. Therefore,
∃δz1 > 0\‖j z˜‖ < δz1 ∧ ‖j y˜‖ < δz1 ⇒ ‖N(λ, jQ)‖ ≤
√
2‖N(λ,Q)‖(E.65)
So,
∃δǫ1 > 0 ∧ ∃δz1 > 0\‖jǫ‖ < δǫ1 ∧ ‖j z˜‖ < δz1 ∧ ‖j y˜‖ < δz1 ⇒
‖Rz(jQ, jǫ)‖ ≤ 2‖N(λ,Q)‖‖jǫ‖(E.66)
Bounds on N(λ,Q) will bw provided in the next appendix. Besides, from (E.35)
and (E.36)
‖j+1z˜‖ ≤ [1 + 2‖j y˜ †Rz(jQ, jǫ)jz‖] ‖E −Q‖‖Rz(jQ, jǫ)‖‖j z˜‖(E.67)
‖j+1y˜‖ ≤ [1 + 2‖j y˜ †Rz(jQ, jǫ)jz‖] ‖E −Q‖‖Rz(jQ, jǫ)‖‖j y˜‖(E.68)
whenever ‖j y˜ † Rz(jQ, jǫ)jz‖ < 1. Therefore,
∃δǫ1 > 0 ∧ ∃δz1 > 0\‖jǫ‖ < δǫ1 ∧ ‖j z˜‖ < δz1 ∧ ‖j y˜‖ < δz1 ⇒(E.69) { ‖j+1z˜‖ ≤ 2 [1 + 4‖N(λ,Q)‖δǫ1δ2z1] ‖N(λ,Q)‖‖jǫ‖‖j z˜‖
‖j+1y˜‖ ≤ 2 [1 + 4‖N(λ,Q)‖δǫ1δ2z1] ‖N(λ,Q)‖‖jǫ‖‖j y˜‖
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Let us define
δz2 = min{δz1,
√
1
4‖N(λ,Q)‖δǫ1 , } > 0(E.70)
Then,
∃δǫ1 > 0 ∧ ∃δz2 > 0\‖jǫ‖ < δǫ1 ∧ ‖j z˜‖ < δz2 ∧ ‖j y˜‖ < δz2 ⇒(E.71) { ‖j+1z˜‖ ≤ 4‖N(λ,Q)‖‖jǫ‖‖j z˜‖
‖j+1y˜‖ ≤ 4‖N(λ,Q)‖‖jǫ‖‖j y˜‖
On the other hand, from (C.2), it is clear that
∃δǫ2 > 0\‖jǫ‖ < δǫ2 ⇒ ‖j+1ǫ‖ ≤ 2‖jρ−1‖‖jǫ‖ = 2‖j z˜‖‖j y˜‖‖jǫ‖(E.72)
because of (E.42). Let us define
δǫ3 = min{δǫ1, δǫ2} > 0(E.73)
Then, from (E.71) and (E.73),
∃δǫ3 > 0 ∧ ∃δz2 > 0\‖jǫ‖ < δǫ3 ∧ ‖j z˜‖ < δz2 ∧ ‖j y˜‖ < δz2 ⇒(E.74) 

‖j+1z˜‖ ≤ 4‖N(λ,Q)‖‖jǫ‖‖j z˜‖
‖j+1y˜‖ ≤ 4‖N(λ,Q)‖‖jǫ‖‖j y˜‖
‖j+1ǫ‖ ≤ 2‖j z˜‖‖j y˜‖‖jǫ‖
Let us now to define
δǫ4 = min{δǫ3, 1
8‖N(λ,Q)‖} > 0 , δz3 = min{δz2,
1
2
}(E.75)
Then
∃δǫ4 > 0 ∧ ∃δz3 > 0\‖jǫ‖ < δǫ4 ∧ ‖j z˜‖ < δz3 ∧ ‖j y˜‖ < δz4 ⇒(E.76) 

‖j+1z˜‖ ≤ 12‖j z˜‖‖j+1y˜‖ ≤ 12‖j y˜‖‖j+1ǫ‖ ≤ 12 |jǫ‖
which implies that the algorithm converges if inizializated in a neighborhood of the
solution (λ, v, w). In fact, if ‖jz‖ < ‖jw†Ejv‖δz3‖ then, because of (E.33) ‖j z˜‖ < δz3.
There is an analogous formula for ‖j y˜‖. In that case, E.76 applies and the algorithm
converges.
In order to asses the quotient convergence factor, let us write E.74 as
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
 log ‖j+1z˜‖log ‖j+1y˜‖
log ‖j+1ǫ‖

 ≤

 1 0 10 1 1
1 1 1



 log ‖j z˜‖log ‖j y˜‖
log ‖jǫ‖

+

 log 4‖N(λ,Q)‖log 4‖N(λ,Q)‖
log 2

(E.77)
By substituting ≤ by = a majorant sucession is obtained. Its asymptotic be-
haviour is controlled by the dominat eigenvalue of the state matrix, which happens
to be 1 +
√
2. Therefore, it is expected that, asymptotically
log ‖j+1ǫ‖ ≤ (1 +
√
2) log ‖jǫ‖(E.78)
which completes the proof of the theorem.
Appendix F. Some bounds on N(λ,Q).
The purporse of this appendix is to provide some bounds on the matrix N(λ,Q),
when λ is an eigenvector of the pair (E,A) and the matrix Q is formed from its right
and left eigenvectors: Q = Evw†E.
It shall be assumed that the pair (E,A) is solvable [7], that is, the pencil µE−A is
regular for all µ but a finite number. Of course one of these µ is the sought eigenvalue
λ. Moreover. it shall be assumed that λ is a single eigenvalue.
Let us assume that
N(λ,Q)−1 = λE −A+AQ(F.1)
is singular. Then, there is a vector x such that
(λE −A+AQ) x = 0(F.2)
However, it is possible to write
x = αv + z , w†Ez = 0 , w†Ev = 1(F.3)
So Qz = 0,Qv = Ev. Then,
αλEv + (λE − A) z = 0(F.4)
Premultiplying by the left eigenvector w,
αλ = 0(F.5)
Then, from (F.4), it is obtained that (λE −A) z = 0. But this is impossible,
becuase it is assumed that λ is a single eigenvalue. Therefore, the matrix λE−A+AQ
is regular and N(λ,Q) is bounded.
A similar reasoning can be done if
N(λ,Q)−1 = λE −A+QA(F.6)
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Lastly, let us assume that
N(λ,Q)−1 = λE −A+AQ+QA(F.7)
Then, it is obtained that
α (λE +QA) v + (λE − A+QA) z = 0(F.8)
But Av = λEv, so
2αλEv + (λE −A+QA) z = 0(F.9)
Premultiplying by w†E, and taking into account that w†EQ = w†E, it is obtained
that
2αλ+ λw†Ez = αλ = 0(F.10)
So, from (F.9),
(λE −A+QA) z = 0(F.11)
which implies that the matrix λE−A+QA is singular, or that z = 0. As it has been
proved that λE − A + QA is regular, it must be z = 0. Then, the singular vector
x = v. From (F.9), it must be λEv = 0. So:
• If λ = 0, then N(λ,Q) is singular, and v is a singular vector.
• If λ 6= 0, then we must have Ev = 0. But Ev = 1
λ
Av 6= 0, because if Av = 0,
then λ = 0. So, the matrix N(λ,Q) is regular.
Appendix G. Composite models.
Let us define:
x =


xM
xI
xO
xA

(G.1)
The system equations are


diag(E1, E2, . . . , El) 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0




x˙M
x˙I
x˙O
x˙A

 =(G.2)


diag(A1, A2, . . . , Al) diag(B1, B2, . . . , Bl) 0 0
diag(A1, A2, . . . , Al) diag(B1, B2, . . . , Bl) I 0
0 −J11 I −J12
0 −J21 0 −J22




xM
xI
xO
xA


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where I denotes the identity matrix.
This linear dynamic system has eigenvectors which can be partitioned analogously
to the variables and equations. Specifically, it is fulfilled:
λEvM = AvM +BvI(G.3)
0 = CvM +DvI − vO(G.4)
0 = −J11vI + v0 − J12vA(G.5)
0 = −J21vI − J22vA(G.6)
λw
†
ME = w
†
MA+ w
†
IC(G.7)
0 = w†MB + w
†
ID −
(
w
†
OJ11 + w
†
AJ21
)
(G.8)
0 = −w†I + w†O(G.9)
0 = −w†OJ12 − w†AJ22(G.10)
By introducing the vector
w˜
†
O = w
†
OJ11 + w
†
AJ21(G.11)
and writing the previous equations in a subsystem basis, it is obtained:
λEkvMk = AkvMk +BkvIk(G.12)
vOk = CkvMk +DkvIk(G.13) [
J11 J12
J21 J22
] [
vI
vA
]
=
[
vO
0
]
(G.14)
λw
†
MkEk = w
†
MkAk + w
†
MkBk(G.15)
w˜
†
Ok = w
†
MkCk + w
†
IkDk(G.16) [
w
†
I w
†
A
] [
J11 J12
J21 J22
]
=
[
w˜
†
O 0
]
(G.17)
It is easy to check that
F†EE = Im ⇒ F†MkEkEMk = Imk ∀k(G.18)
where mk is the number of columns of EMk. Also, the formulae (2.7-2.10) can be
written as:
vMk = EMkαMk + zMk(G.19)
vIk = zIk(G.20)
vOk = zOk(G.21)
vA = zA(G.22)
F†MkEkzMk = 0(G.23)
wMk = FMkβMk + yMk(G.24)
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wIk = yIk(G.25)
w˜Ok = yOk(G.26)
wA = yA(G.27)
E†MkEkyMk = 0(G.28)
and
α =


αM1
αM2
...
αMl

 β =


βM1
βM2
...
βMl

(G.29)
From (G.12) and (G.19-G.21):
λEkEMkαMk + λEkzMk = AkEMkαMk +AkzMk +BkzIk(G.30)
Premultiplying by F†Mk, and taking into account (G.23):
λαMk = F†MkAkEMkαMk + F†MkAkzMk + F†MkBkzIk(G.31)
Let us define the projections Pk y Qk by:
Pk = Imk − EkEMkF†MkEk = Imk −Qk(G.32)
It is easy to check:
PkEkEMk = 0(G.33)
PkEkzMk = EkzMk(G.34)
Taking the above equations into account, and premultiplying (G.30) by Pk:
λEkzMk = PkAkEMkαMk + PkAkzMk + PkBkzIk(G.35)
So
(λEk −Ak +QkAk) zMk = PkAkEMkαMk + PkBkzIk(G.36)
Taking into account that PkzMk = zMk and QkzMk = 0, the above equation
yields:
zMk = Pk (λEk −Ak + [Qk, Ak]+)−1 Pk {AkEMkαMk +BkzIk}(G.37)
After substitution in equation (G.31) it yields:
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λαMk = (Ark +HAk(λ))αMk + (Brk +HBk(λ)) zIk(G.38)
where the following matrices have been defined:
Ark = F†MkAkEMk(G.39)
Brk = F†MkBk(G.40)
HAk(λ) = F†MkAkPk (λEk −Ak + [Qk, Ak]+)−1 PkAkEMk(G.41)
HBk(λ) = F†MkAkPk (λEk −Ak + [Qk, Ak]+)−1 PkBk(G.42)
On the other hand, from equation (4.11), it is obtained:
zOk = CkEMkαMk + CkzMk +DkzIk(G.43)
After substitution of (G.37) it is obtained:
zOk = (Crk +HCk)αMk + (Dk +HDk) zIk(G.44)
where the following matrices have been defined:
Crk = CkEMk(G.45)
HCk(λ) = CkPk (λEk −Ak + [Qk, Ak]+)−1 PkAkEMk(G.46)
HDk(λ) = CkPk (λEk −Ak + [Qk, Ak]+)−1 PkBk(G.47)
Let us define the matrices:
Ar = diag(Ar1 . . . Arl)(G.48)
Br = diag(Br1 . . . Brl)(G.49)
Cr = diag(Cr1 . . . Crl)(G.50)
D = diag(D1 . . . Dl)(G.51)
HA = diag(HA1 . . . HAl)(G.52)
HB = diag(HB1 . . .HBl)(G.53)
HC = diag(HC1 . . . HCl)(G.54)
HD = diag(HD1 . . .HDl)(G.55)
It is easy to check that Ar = F†AE , as computed according the general formula.
Therefore, the proposed notation is consistent. Note also that all these matrices are
diagonal-block matrices, which eases its computation. Then, equations (G.38,G.44)
can be written as:
λα = (Ar +HA(λ))α+ (Br +HB(λ)) zI(G.56)
zO = (Cr +HC(λ))α+ (D +HD(λ)) zI(G.57)
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By using equations (G.14) and (G.22), it is obtained:
λα = {Ar +HA(λ)+
[(Br +HB(λ)) 0]
[
J11 − (D +HD(λ)) J12
J21 J22
]−1 [
Cr +HC(λ)
0
]}
α(G.58)
Therefore
H(λ) = HA(λ) + [(Br +HB(λ)) 0]
[
J11 − (D +HD(λ)) J12
J21 J22
]−1 [
Cr +HC(λ)
0
]
(G.59)
Appendix H. Proof of theorem 5.1.
Let us assume that
[
A− j−1λ (E −Q)] jv = jλQjv(H.1)
But
Qjv = (EEF†E)(Ejα+ jz) = EEjα(H.2)
So
[
A− j−1λ (E −Q)] (Ejα+ jz) = jλEEjα(H.3)
Premultiplying by F†, and taking into account
F† (E −Q) = F†E −F†EEEF†E = 0(H.4)
it yields
F†AEjα+ F†Ajz = jλjα(H.5)
On the other hand, as
(E −Q) E = EE − EEF†EEE = 0(H.6)
equation (H.3) yields
AEjα+ [A− j−1λ (E −Q)] jz = jλEEjα(H.7)
Premultiplying by P , and taking into account that P(E − Q) = E − Q, that
PEE = (E −Q)E = 0, and that Qjz = 0,
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PAEjα+ PAjz = j−1λEjz(H.8)
This is, esentially, formula (A.7). So, it is possible to conclude (A.12)
jz = P {j−1λE −A+ [A,Q]+}−1 PAEjα(H.9)
and, by substituting in (H.5),
jλjα =
(
Arr +H(
j−1λ)
)
jα(H.10)
Analogous reasoning can be done by using the left eigenvector, which proves the
theorem.
Appendix I. Proof of formula (5.26).
From the jV definition (5.17):
jV =
[
A− j−1λ (E − EEF†E)]−1EE(I.1)
By using the Shermann-Morrison lemma:
jV =
[(
A− j−1λE)− j−1λEEF†E]−1EE
=
{(
A− j−1λE)−1 − j−1λ (A− j−1λE)−1[
In + F†E
(
A− j−1λE)−1EEj−1λ]−1 F†E (A− j−1λE)−1}EE
=
{
jV − j−1λjV [In + j−1λF†EjV ]−1 F†EjV }(I.2)
Taking into account that jN−1 = F†EjV and that jM = F†EjV ,
jN−1 = F†EjV
= jM− j−1λjM [In + j−1λjM]−1 jM
= jM [In + j−1λjM]−1 ([In + j−1λjM]− j−1λjM)
= jM [In + j−1λjM]−1(I.3)
So,
jN = [In + j−1λjM] jM−1 = jM−1 + j−1λIn(I.4)
Appendix J. Proof of theorem 5.2.
Let us consider the equation
[A− λ(E −Q)] v = EEα′(J.1)
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where α′ is an arbitrary vector. Without loss of generality, it can be written:
v = Eα+ z ,F†Ez = 0(J.2)
Premultiplying (J.1) by F†,
F† [A− λ(E −Q)] v = α′(J.3)
As F†(E −Q) = 0,
F†AEα + F†Az = α′(J.4)
On the other hand, from (J.1), as (E −Q)E = 0,
Av − λ(E −Q)z = EEα′(J.5)
So,
AEα+ [A− λ(E −Q)] z = EEα′(J.6)
As P(E −Q) = E −Q, PEE = 0 and Qz = 0, premultiplying by P ,
PAEα+ PAz − λEz = 0(J.7)
And, as Qz = 0 and Pz = z,
z = P [λE −A+ [A,Q]+]−1 PAEα(J.8)
So, from (J.5),
α′ = F†AEα + F†AP [λE −A+ [A,Q]+]−1 PAEα
= (Arr +H(λ))α(J.9)
On the other hand, let us define
V = [A− λ(E −Q)]−1EE(J.10)
So,
v = V α′ = Eα+ z(J.11)
Premultiplying by F†E, and taking into account F†EE = In,
F†EV α′ = α(J.12)
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So
(F†EV )−1 α = Nα = α′(J.13)
Now, α′ is arbitrary. So, as (J.9) and (J.13) hold for any α′, the matrices must
be equal:
N = Arr +H(λ)(J.14)
which proves the claim.
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